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a library plays exactly as the user wants it to sound, which is why adagio
violins is so much fun to use. ive created 4 different folders of patterns, and
each folder has a sound that could be considered the perfect library for any
player. in addition, ive created each pattern with its own midi file that allows
you to edit the pattern, solo or mute as many notes as you want. and ive even
offered it all to you for a low, introductory price. this is a true partnership
between chris and myself. the goal from day one was to create a no-fuss
instrument that felt real. if this is what youre looking for, you wont go wrong
with adagio. if youre looking for something more than adagio can deliver, well
we might not be the right choice. just got back from mixing the new adagio
version, not much has changed, other than the new name, new logo, new
feature set and of course the new 2nd version. we released this patch to satisfy
your input. mixing it reminded us that we had left too much in for a new
version. so, this is what we threw away, and that we have thrown away this
2nd version, we will not create a 3rd one. while we have obviously tried to
achieve the true sound of a viola solo, we could certainly have done more here.
it is something we constantly strive for and so we are happy to provide you
with an improvement of the current model. regardless of your experience as a
violinist or a music producer, we hope you will find a library that, in one way or
another, fits your needs and helps you to express what you want to share with
the world. if you have any questions or comments, feel free to contact us.
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this library is an album, but it is not meant to be played in any specific order.
this is because the dynamic nature of the recordings means that not all parts
of the library will sound good in the same context. the "auftrag" track is the
"client" track and is the first thing you will hear if you play the libraries. it
works as an introduction to the library. the "sung" track follows the same

theme. it's a meditative track. finally, we have included the string harmonics
for the adagio library. for the more inexperienced players, the harmonics will
help guide you through the natural transitions between the different string
harmonics. even though no library on the market comes with a dedicated

string harmonic library, 8dio has also added basic pluck harmonics which we
think are essential to any solo viola library. this includes added smooching and
notated vibrato. and for string marcatos, we have added some greater variety

in the notes we sampled. adagio includes 8 more varied marcatos than the rest
of our libraries combined. they are: (see the picture for the complete list)
(taken from the adagio violins manual): to help the speedier players, all of
these samples are 24bit/96khz so you can get your head round them in a
second. if you prefer, you can bypass the samples completely and use the

sounds that you have sampled into a custom preset. you can also load one of
our preset demo libraries for a real live preview of how the sounds can work in
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your own music. all of the transitions are on a midi note off note from the
original and produce a transient between the layers of the patch. currently,

there are 36 transitions in the library. if we notice any problems or
discrepancies between our sample library and your daw, please let us know.
and if you have any questions please feel free to get in touch. 5ec8ef588b
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